Understanding Your Electric Bill
All rates are regulated by the Florida Public Service Commission.
Florida Power & Light Company works hard to operate efficiently, keeping your bills lower
than the national average and the lowest in the state.

Customer charge and
base energy charge

Fuel Charge

Roughly half of your
bill, this covers the
non-fuel costs to
produce and deliver
electricity including the
cost of operating power
plants, maintaining the
grid and providing
customer service.

For FPL customers,
the fuel charge is
the second biggest
component of your
bill. It covers the
cost for fuel that our
power plants use to
generate electricity.
FPL has invested
heavily to reduce
the amount of fuel
it uses, saving our
customers hundreds
of millions of dollars
every year.

Since 2001,

FPL has
saved customers
an estimated

$

8 billion

in fuel costs through investments
in more efficient power plants –
a key reason why we consistently

provide the lowest

typical residential customer

bill in the
state.

Capacity Payment Recovery
About 6 percent of your bill covers
generation needs, primarily the
cost of purchasing electricity from
non-FPL-owned resources to provide
to customers when needed.

Storm Charge

Nuclear Cost Recovery Clause

A charge, adjusted quarterly, to
repay the bonds and its associated
costs related to 2004 and 2005
hurricane restoration efforts.

Less than 1 percent of a customer’s bill goes toward
important nuclear development work. This work is
already delivering benefits for customers, including
more than 500 new megawatts of cost-effective, zeroemissions nuclear power that came online in 2013.

Environmental Cost
Recovery
The costs of measures to
meet certain environmental
compliance requirements
and related expenses.

Energy Conservation Cost Recovery
Gross Receipts Tax
A tax paid to the State
of Florida.

The costs of programs designed to reduce
electric demand and help customers
reduce energy consumption.

Where Your Dollar Goes

1

Here’s how a typical FPL residential customer’s dollar is allocated.

$
Operating Costs

59¢

Operational costs for:
Power Plants 30¢
Poles & Wires 21¢
Customer Service 8¢

Fuel Charge 28¢
Natural Gas 23¢
Nuclear 2¢
Other 3¢

Purchased Power 5¢

Energy Conservation Programs 2¢
 State Gross Receipts Tax 2¢
Environmental Costs 3¢
Nuclear Development <1¢
Storm Charge 1¢

The above graphical representations reflect estimations based on or relating to FPL’s typical 1,000-kWh residential monthly bill as of
January 2016. Estimates include the state gross receipts tax but do not include credits, local taxes or fees that may be applicable in
some jurisdictions. Some figures have been rounded, and all figures are subject to change. Visit FPL.com/rates for more information.
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